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Holistic Water Purification

How the UMH water purification and descaling
appliances work:
UMH water purification appliances serve to treat water or similar liquids according to purely physical principles in order to avoid scale and fur in appliances and
fittings, particularly those caused by calcium carbonate, as well as to induce positive oscillations in impure tap water. In this way, information from toxic substances is cancelled out and the crystalline structure of the water is newly
aligned. The constructive oscillations stored in the clusters pass on their energy
to any organism which comes into contact with the water. This brings about an
improvement in cellular and biocommunication in all living things, which are, of
course, largely made up of water.
The energy fields in the UMH water purification appliances are arranged in such
a way that the water passes completely through these fields. The jet of water is
split up into several laminar jets which means that the energy is transferred even
more efficiently.
This changes the crystalline structure so that the crystals in scale and fur deposits become more rhomboid and compact. These new crystalline structures which are only clearly distinguishable under the microscope from the crystal
aggregates of calcium carbonate which are normally present in hard water after
the water has been treated with a UMH water energizing appliance - prevent
these deposits from forming under the influence of heat. In this way, the formation of solid deposits (scale and fur) can be avoided and existing deposits can be
continuously broken down so that appliances which are used with treated water
remain in or are gradually restored to full working order.
Scale or fur in boilers, pipes, etc. are converted into sandy, porous sediment by
the treated water. New deposits are largely prevented.

The advantages of natural UMH water purifcation:
-

the appliance is fully maintenance-free,

-

neither a mains connection nor chemicals are necessary,

-

it impedes the formation of scale and fur,

-

existing scale deposits in pipes are gradually broken down,

-

this increases the working life of pipe systems and household appliances
such as boilers and washing machines, etc.,

-

the appliance lasts forever! Even in pipe networks with many branches
where water stands for a long time, it remains effective,

-

the water is not chemically altered, i.e. it retains its natural composition,

-

expensive installations for treating hard water are no longer necessary,

-

thanks to the improvement in the energy of the water, the well-being of
humans, animals and plants is considerably enhanced.

Suitable for use in:
-

households

-

aquariums

-

catering trade

-

circulating water

-

agriculture

-

heat exchangers

-

swimming pools

-

cooling water systems

-

horticulture

-

car washes

Problem:

Water picks up differing quantities of minerals, calcium and
magnesium salts in particular, as it goes through its natural
cycle. Above all when water is heated, these substances dissolve and are deposited to form rather unpleasant scale or
fur.

Solution:

UMH technology brings about a complete change in the
structure of scale-forming crystals, thus preventing them
from scaling up appliances. This is achieved by splitting up
the jet of water into several laminar jets on the one hand and
optimizing the transfer of energy from the information carrier
rods stored in the appliance on the other.

